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Dear friends of Jakob Lorber and relate servants 

such as Emanuel Swedenborg and Gottfried 

Mayerhofer and  further writer of our Lord  Jesus 

This time a small treatise on the cosmological relations between gravitation, 

microcosm and macrocosm and the analogy between these two; that multiple 

universes and suns exist. Albert Einstein has brought science partly on the wrong 

track. -Partly taken from the article sent by Wilfried Schlätz- [A tough legible part, but 

very interesting!] Why prayer is so important,  with regards to health, by Klaus Optiz. 

Once again, international reactions on broached topics such as abortion, with 

additional information. 

     -Once more, we wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading- 

************** 

   INTROSPECTION – SELF EXAMINATION  

====================================== 

 

http://www.zelfbeschouwing.info/
mailto:zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com


Contacts and reactions 

We received friendly and useful responses to Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 5.  

Comments will be published to the incoming order, again: 

 
     Gerard 

 

The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 20th of a month] is processed 

in the next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed 

and is naturally included in the subsequent publication. 

============================================ 
 

Wilfried Schlätz from Germany 
 
Dear Gerard,  
 
1. I refer you to two new interesting items: 
 
A3222 - (gravitational waves) and A3217- (the macrocosm) - Both can be viewed on 
the website www.jesus2030.de.  
For your newsletter, the macrocosm is in any case too long and the gravitational 
waves are probably too!  
 
Warm blessings! 
 
Your Wilfried  
 
 

Answer 
 
Dear Wilfried, 
 
The proposed themes are of such a nature, that this extraordinary fascinating study 
material should not be disregarded. Some things had to - as you have said yourself - 
largely be shortened. But the full text is in any case fully traceable on the homepage, 
indicated by you above www.jesus2030.de. [Though, in German of course!] - So, I 
gave myself permission to summarily [shortened] publish your set out points about 
these gravitation waves. [with some illustrations] Although every point is essential, I 
have assumed this was okay.  
With great thanks. The abbreviations of the names used in Dutch and English are, of 
course, different  than those you wrote in your native language. With great thanks. G.  

 
=================================================================== 
 

http://www.jesus2030.de/
http://www.jesus2030.de/
http://www.linguee.nl/engels-nederlands/vertaling/abbreviations.html


Reaction from the Netherlands 
 

 
 
Dear Gerard, 
 
Thank you again for the bulletin!!! A practical request: would you please like to 
reduce the margins and the images. It cost a fortune to the paper and ink to print 
the bulletins.  Further I wish you God's blessings on all your activities! 
 

 
 
Answer 
 
Dear Adriaan, 
 
Regards the ink and paper, they were not taken into account [to print it!] and that is 
actually also a bit difficult for me. I will 'try' to place the illustrations not too large from 
now on, although occasionally there is something special emphasized with it. Yet it 
would restrict us somewhat, dear A. However, there is understanding for your 
suggestion [with the extra March issue of 30 pages!] When even more similar 
comments come in,  this will be given an extra hearing.  
 
Perhaps I may provide you an indication: When you print this bulletin [in color or 
black and white?] provide you an used Oki laser printer in black and white [The best 
and most durable printer in the world!]. That is very advantageous!!! Thanks for your 
tip, Adriaan. G. 
 

      =================================================== 

 

Theme to think about: [German language!] Did God ever Sin? Source:  
‘heavenly gifts', Band 1, p. 187 et seq. or from:  
http://www.j-lorber.de/jl/him3/him3-075.htm-http://www.j-lorber.de/jl/him3/him3-080.htm- Tip: 
when reading the 075.htm this .htm can turn into 076.htm, 077.htm etc. 
then give enter. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.j-lorber.de/jl/him3/him3-075.htm-http:/www.j-lorber.de/jl/him3/him3-080.htm-


 

In the following topic we still find a small afterthought–thus, an addition to 
that what has already been described in the previous bulletin by Klaus 
Opitz. 
 

The theme Abortion: 
        by Wilfried Schlätz 

2.0. Theme abortion 

2.1. Jezus by Jakob Lorber (JL): 

[Earth and Moon-01_050,02] There is very little difference between the procreation of 

a human being and that of an animal. The difference is more in the inner self. 

3) The soul of a human being must be completely in existence. This means that she 

must unite all such substantial specifics that were previously dispersed throughout 

the whole universe, and these must be supplied to her from all sides. 

4) The soul is because of that such a complete substantial compendium of specifics. 

The specifics in the soul, however, are so mixed up chaotically, that you might say 

that before procreation, the soul is a snarl (Gregorian knot) that must be disentangled 

first in order that she may acquire her specified form. This disentanglement begins 

with the procreation act, because it is there that the Gregorian soul-snarl is 

placed in the mother’s womb and enveloped. 

5). Within this shell the intelligences that correspond with one another begins to 

approach and hold onto one another. The spirits provide them with the light in their 

shell so that they may accomplish this task. The substantial specific intelligences 

recognize one another in this light, segregate, take hold of one another, and unite. All 

this occurs at the urgent request of the spirits’ will, which are entrusted with the 

supervision. These spirits are what you would call “guardian spirits.” Angels and 

higher angels will also exert their influence. Every human being has at least three 

guardian spirits, two angels and one higher angel; and above these watches a 

seventh, Whom you know well. 

2.2.Thus, In the fertilized egg the whole soul is already present and wrapped! 



   

2.3. If a 90-year-old elderly, who still has a life expectancy of two years, is 

assassinated, then they take away about two years of his Earthly life and therewith 

thus the soul’s possibilities for its development in these two years! 

2.4. If with the implantation of a fertilized egg, which contains a complete soul, the 

implantation is prevented (by the pill) or otherwise somehow aborts, then one 

deprives this soul, the soul’s development opportunities for a complete life on Earth! 

2.5. The killing of the embryo is psychic-spiritual worse than a murder of a 90-year-

old, because in one single hour of Earthly life, a much greater progress can be 

reached than with a 1000 years in the spiritual realm. 

2.7. Jezus through JL: 

[GGJ.06_013,10] Here is an hour counts more than a thousand years there! -  
[GGJ.06_014,08] Here is an hour better than a thousand years there ! 

2.8. 24 hrs. * 365 d = 8760 hrs. per year 1000 year = 8.760.000 hours! 

The growth rate of the soul in an earthly body can be 8.7 million times faster than in 

the spiritual realm! Because the earthly body is an extremely wise, mature and 

suitable equipped [souls] test-machine that we should not destroy. 

2.9. Jezus through JL: 

[GGJ.02_210,02] The soul indwelling such body initially is of course not much more 

pure than the body, because it derives from the unclean, arch-primeval soul of the 

fallen Satan. Actually the body is for the as yet unclean soul nothing more than 

an exceedingly wise and well-attuned purification machine. 

 

====================================================================== 



Is homeopathy described in the Bible? Please 

response! The answer in the next edition! ... 

 
The now following topic is illustrated here and there, to 

optimize the imagination power even more! 

Gravitation 

     and 

Macrokosm 
by Wilfried Schlätz 

1.1.2.) The material World-body consists of fallen spirits.  

(1.2.2.) The core of the Earth has an organism, which resembles that of an animal, 

provided with an Earth heart, Earth stomach, Earth lungs, spleen, liver, kidneys, etc. 

from completely different than the 92 chemical elements that we have discovered on 

the surface of the Earth and in the air. 



(1.3.2) The Earth can, only by a suitable drive, rotate for 24 hours around its own 

axis.  

(1.4.2.) The Earth can move itself, by a suitable drive, only one time a year around 

the Sun. 

(1.5.2.) Ebb and flow are almost only caused by the breathing of the Earth, whereby 

the entire Earth's surface rises for six hours and lowers back in the following six 

hours.  

(1.6.2.) On the rear side of the Moon are air and water so that plants, animals and 

human beings can exist there. Without this [rising] evolution ladder, (such as) 

minerals, plants, animals and humans, was for the in the Lunar matter banned and 

imprisoned spirits no salvation and return in the matter free spiritual world (hereafter) 

possible. 

    

      the far side of the Moon 

(1.7.2.) The 92 natural chemical elements, discovered by us on the Earth’s surface 

and in the air, are only valid for that area. In the Inside of the Earth, and especially on 

and in all the Suns and in the whole cosmos, there also exist completely different  

and other precious chemical elements.  

(1.8.2.) Because there are on both largest and diverse sun areas particularly other 

precious chemical elements, from these elements, a precious kind of energy-rich gas 

can be formed, which when burned, produces enough energy for our entire universe. 

(1.20.2.) Jesus reveals the mind through the heart by Jakob Lorber, that SIRIUS is 

our Central Sun of 4th grade around which our Sun -that directly circles our Earth- 

orbits once in the 28000 Earth years. Together with our Sun, about 200 million 

neighboring planetary Suns are circling around Sirius. They form our local Globular 

Star cluster whose Center is Sirius. Sirius has to have for that reason a diameter of 

1013 km [= 1 light-year (LY), which is the distance that the light travels in 1 year] to be 

able to control with its huge mass [gravity] the 200 million planetary Suns with all its 

planets and comets. 

The Regulus is according to the book of revelation, even the (primal) Central Sun of 

the first rank, the center of our local Universe and must, therefore, have a diameter of 

1049 km (= 1036 LY) to control with its huge mass [gravity]  the jointly 7 million super 

stacked galaxies from which our local universe is composed. 



     

1.21.2-The galaxies did not splash explosively apart. Therefore, there was no big 

bang! 

Very many ancient created spirits, which from the light of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

staircase evolved, and also became (partly voluntary) selfish, haughty and imperious 

in every matter, changed at the end of this process in the first Central Sun of 1st 

grade. Each universe is, as it were, a great man of Creation for the matter, which all 

alone, in the endless ether sea of space is circling, around an unknown center with 

1060x light speed. It is the last embodiment of the entire matter, that by the Fall (a 

voluntary selfishness, pride and thirst for power) concerned 1/7 of the ancient shaped 

spirits. 

(1.23.2.) According to the revelation of Jesus, we all move along with the Great 

Cosmic Man 1060 x light speed. That is why Einstein's theory of relativity is incorrect! 

Red. addition: According to Jakob Lorber is the "Shell globe", the name for the 

grouping of tens of millions times tens of millions of Suns, which as central Suns of 

the first, second, third and fourth class, together with the countless planetary Suns 

like of our Earth is one of them, move all around in large extensive orbits to one 

common, immeasurably great center-point, consisting of an almost infinitely large 

Main Primeval Central Sun.  

Countless of such shell globes, which are for people unthinkable large distances 

away from each other and filling the eternal infinite space, are called as a whole "the 

Great Cosmic Man". [GJE2-57] 

 

2.1.1.The Great Material Man of Creation is described in [GGJ.02_057,01]. 

Everybody now retired and slept until the morning had dawned. Also I rested and 

slept for a few hours. The two angels, however, attended during the night to their 

duty of managing worlds and at sunrise were already back with us, came to Me, 

thanked Me and said: Lord, everything is in the best order in the entire Great 

Cosmic Man. (= the Great Material Man of Creation) 



2.1.2. The great Main Center Suns in Robert Blum-2-299-8. 
2.1.5. RB-298-7 and GJE6-245-05  
2.21.1. The Earth is certainly not a small heavenly body; the visible Sun is thousand 
times a thousand larger than the whole Earth. [106] 
2.2.1.2. Sirius is more than ten times 100,000[107] larger than our Sun, which lights 

our Earth. SIRIUS has a diameter of 107 x 106 = 1013 km] [at paragraphs 2.3.6-23.8 

and 2.4] and in the paragraphs 2.3.6-23.8 and 2.4 - Heaven and Hell in Robert Blum 

2-298-6,7,8 and 299. 

     

1. Stance: Albert Einstein has in both relativity theories (in the General and in the 

special)  developed main ideas respectively main concepts: 

1.1. The speed of light (300,000 km/s), hast to be the speed limit for any matter-body. 

When a matter-body (a matter mass) flies exactly as fast as the light, then a mass is 

infinite. It follows: 

1.1.1. A Sun should not be able to fly faster than light.  

1.1.2. The light particles (photons) may not possess mass (matter). Because when 

they would possess even the smallest amount of material mass, then this smallest 

mass must become infinitely large because, after all, the light particles are flying with 

simple light speed.  

1.2. If a space ship for example moves almost as fast as the light, then the following 

should occur: 

1.2.1. The time should be stretched (dilatation of time); for a cosmonaut, for example,  

that moves with this spaceship almost as fast as the light, only four years are 

passing, but on Earth, for example, in these four years, 40 years have passed. If the 

astronaut would leave the Earth now of, then his young wife was 20 and his little son 

1 year old. When the astronaut returns to Earth after his four years, 40 years should 

have passed on Earth, thus his wife should be 60 years and his son 41 years old!  



1.2.2. As long as the spacecraft flies almost as fast as the light, just as long the 

spacecraft must be that smaller, because all the lengths, widths and heights will have 

to contract and shrink, (length contractions). 

1.3. The three dimensions of space (length, width and height) should, together with 

the time, form a kind of fourth-dimensional space-time. 

1.4. There must at gravity (gravitation) occur some kind of waves: gravitational 

waves.  

 

2. Positioning: 

2.1. All these concepts and ideas of Einstein are incorrect and are in contrast to the 

eternal order of God: 

2.2. Any physical mass of any material form can move faster than light, whereby the mass of 

the body does not increase or becomes fully infinite, whereby the size of the body is not 

reduced.  

 

2.2.1. Jesus by Jakob Lorber (JL): 

[GJE.06_248,03] From this you can see, that also the shell-globes must have their 

movement, and their axis rotation which is tremendously quick, is already more than 

sufficient for its own large requirement; and even more extensive is the movement of 

the great cosmic man ("Great material man of creation" =GMMC) in the large, 

totally free ether space.  

The speed of his movement in an endlessly large circle is extraordinary so that he 

moves within one moment the distance of a thousand shell-globe widths, but 

nevertheless requires one-hundred times thousand times thousand sun years to 

reach his starting point again.   

2.2.2. Jesus by JL: 
[RB. Heaven and Hell - 02_299,08] This is a Main and Primeval Central Sun, around 
which exactly seven million Space Universes revolve and move. It is also exactly one 
million times larger than all seven million collectively. Its diameter amounts to two 
octillion of your earthly miles.  
 
Light, with its enormous electromagnetic velocity, calculated at forty thousand 
German miles per second [300,000 km/s]  would take many thousands of trillions of 
earth years [about 2 x1036 light years] in order to arrive from one pole of this sun to 
the other!" 
 
 

 



[RB. Heaven and Hell-02_299,11] Robert says: "It would take light many thousand 

trillion years to travel from one pole to the other?" O Lord, o God, what a terrifying 

size! [Our Primordial Center Sun (PCS: Regulus = Urka with a diameter of 1049 km = 

1036 LY (1 LY = 1 light year = ca. 1013 km = distance, which light travels in a year]. 

How far must such a Sun be away from our Earth to be seen from here as a luminous 

point? ' I say: 'some ten million miles [= 1061 km = 1048 LY] is enough to get her to 

the apparent diameter of Venus. A further calculation should be a pleasure for you!' 

2.2.3. For our Primeval Center Sun (PCS): Regulus is at least 1061 km = 1048 

LY [light years] away from our Earth, than our shell globe must have a 

diameter of at least 1062 km = 1049 LY.  

A shell globe distance = the diameter of a shell, and is at least 1062 km = 

1049 LY per second and explains the Great material man of Creation 

(GMMC).It moves in four seconds four shell globe distances, this means, it 

travels at least: 4 * 1062 km = 4 * 1049 LY in one second! Because the light 

travels only 300,000 km = 3 * 105 km in a second, thus the GMMC moves 

itself by the following factor faster than light: 

: 




s/km103

s/km104
5

62

 1057-fold 

2.2.4. Thus, the Great Material Man of Creation (GMMC) moves with us, with our 

Earth with our Planetary Sun (PS), with our Sun Area (= SA = Sirius = Centre of our 

local (global) Star Cluster), with our Sun Universe (= SU = Center of our Galaxy = our 

Milky Way and has a Galaxy central Sun), with our Space Universe (=center of our 

Super Galaxy Cluster) /Galaxy cluster Central Sun) as with our Primeval Central Sun 

Regulus (PCS)= center of our local universe = our Shell globe) thus moves also with 

our shell globe (= our Local Universe) with a 1057 x light speed (1057 times faster than 

light!) around a to us unknown point in the infinite space. 

    

2.2.5. So, because matter (physical) mass can move itselves with 1057 x light speed, 

therefore, the hypotheses of Einstein in the figures: (1.1.) to (1.4.) are wrong.: [Note 

red.: see below www.jesus2030.de] 

https://www.google.nl/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj7qra1rebLAhXJWhoKHZK8AwAQFggcMAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMilky_Way&usg=AFQjCNEHzDBcY2OU2bHxKTomtVz4mbocFw&bvm=bv.117868183,d.d2s
http://www.jesus2030.de/


2.2.5. – 1. Physical masses can fly 1057 times faster than light.  

2.2.5. – 2. For that reason, also the light particles [photon] can have a very small 

mass, because the light flies with a singular and not  with 1057
 -fold light speed. 

Jesus expressly confirms that the light particles possess a very small matter-mass:  

2.2.5. – 3. Jesus through JL:  

[The Fly-. 01_008, 11] This question is really very easy to understand and answer, as 

you surely have to accept that the outgoing ray, which is contained in time and space 

– even though it is undeniably subtle – is certainly something material 

nevertheless. This question Jesus tells in 'the fly', chap. 8, that by the confluence of 

many light rays (interference) matter clouds and eventually new comets are formed 

which would be impossible if the light particles weren’t equipped with a very small 

material mass! 

2.2.5. – 4. For a spaceman, who flies with a spaceship, with a multiple light speed to 

the other Suns and planets and returns to Earth after four years, exactly the same 

material, (universal) time  of four years went by as on the Earth, so that his wife and 

his little son here,for example, became only four years older, when he was on his 

way for 4 years 

2.2.5. – 5. The by Einstein postulated (claimed) contraction of the length does not 

exist. This means i.e. a spaceship, that flies with multiple light speed is not much 

smaller, yes maybe slightly smaller, but it retains its size. 

 

2.3. There are also no gravitational waves: 

2.3.1. Since there is only one material universal time, that applies to the entire 

Great Material Man of Creation  (GMMC),  it is also impossible with the three 

dimensions of space (length, width, height) and the total other material time to 

tinker (put together) a four-dimensional "space-time" ! 

2.3.3. According to the article: "Macrocosm" (A3217) - the head mind has abolished 

all Central Suns for example, the Galaxy  central sun (GS) in the center of each 

Galaxy(Sun Universe) is replaced by a different Center of gravity: replaced by a 

"black hole" or a quasar (quasi-star). A "black hole" would be the tiny rest of a dying 

Planetary Sun. This Sun leftover has to have such a tremendous mass and gravity, 

that even the light particles (photons) are being held and can no longer fly away so 

that no light can reach us anymore and we can't see this "black hole".  



     

Thereby this "black hole" = a "dark matter" should represent a great invisible mass. 

The above article shows that there are no "black holes", but that in the center of each 

Sun Universe a Galaxy central Sun (GS) stands with a diameter of 1019 km = 106 LY, 

which manages the galaxy, nourishes and holds each Galaxy together. 

2.3.6. In the cosmic reality, there can be no collision of two Galaxy Suns (GS) or 

instead: the collision of two "black holes". Because Jesus arranges through his 

Angels, the Central Sun and Planetary Sun in each Shell globe (= local universe) 

always and continually,  so that such disasters cannot exist [prevent]. Because this 

countless many people on the 2 Galaxy c Suns (GS), on the 106 Area Suns (AS) 

which orbits around each SU(GS), at least 1012 Planetary Suns (PS) which orbits the 

106 AS , and the least 1013 planets which orbits the 1012 PS, would die, where by the 

salvation of the material and the spiritual way would violently be interrupted. 

2.3.7. Gravity (i.e. the attraction of the Earth which keeps us on the ground) however, 

is a force, not a wave and it arises because there are material intelligence specifics 

(smart, specific, individual elemental creatures) present  in all matter, whose love is 

focused downwards to the Centre of the Earth: 

 

2.3.8. Jezus by JL:  

Iron is heavy. This heaviness is caused by one {matter intelligence-} 

specificum, which ascends from the interior of the Earth. That is why it always 

pulls in the direction of the place whence it was banished for long periods of 

time, even though it is now bound to this metal. The pull of heaviness in this 

specificum is the same as love for the below. [Earth and Moon-01_045,07] 

Notice furthermore the hardness of iron. This distinctive specificum conceals 
within itself the separate intelligence of total selfishness, and with it, of course, 
hardness towards any neighborhood. This specificum is also from below. 

 
 

 



2.3.9. Jezus by JL: 

[GGJ.04_105,01] (The Lord:) “Consider how people are now becoming so 
materialistic through self-love, arrogance and the resultant desire for domination, that 
for many thousand times a thousand years they will not be able to be completely free 
of it. There were also spirits created in primordial times, who became too self-
obsessed, acquisitive, arrogant and finally domineering because of the 
stimulation they received. The result for them was materiality in a completely pure 
form.  
 
[GGJ.04_105,02]  They have isolated themselves in large communities and have 
established themselves in for you unimaginably distant places. Each community no 
longer wished to hear, see or know anything about any other community in its desire 
to immerse itself in self-love in a world-wide sense.   
 
This continuous increasing obsession with self-love and lust for domination, together 
with the increasingly prevalent arrogance which it caused as well as the compelling 
tyranny, finally made a countless number of life forms to shrivel into an exceedingly 
large cluster under the pull of the laws of gravity, a cluster which had itself 
developed from that same self-love and selfishness. This completed the physical 
Primordial Central Sun in one shell-globe.(PCS)   

     
2.3.10. Jesus by JL: 

[GJE.04_108,02] Self-love is the father of the lie and of every evil which arises from 
it; but the lie is the old, sinful substance, which is in fact nothing other than a 
loose, sinful display of self-love, selfishness, arrogance and lust for 
domination.  
 
2.3.11. The gravitation = gravity is thus a result of self-love and selfishness and as 

well as a fundamental property of all matter which consists only of self-love, 

selfishness, pride and thirst for power and respectively gave rise there! For this 

reason, the gravitation is a soul-based feature of the 'fallen ancient spirits ' and has 

nothing, absolutely nothing to do with a real gravitation process [a stone thrown in to 

a pond]! There are no "gravitational waves"! 

 

   We thank Wilfried Schlätz kindly for his useful applied theme! 
  



Private note Cosmology  

'A week before this actual topic from Wilfried  came on the editing table, I received a 

fictional dream about a space trip. With two other astronauts, I took place in a 

capsule, waiting for the go-ahead, to be launched into space. First, I felt like a 'guest' 

in the space capsule. Suddenly I lost consciousness and woke up in a room, 

overlooking a breathtaking setting in a to me unknown environment. Two female 

creatures rushed towards me but said nothing. Apparently there was a language 

barrier. I saw in the room, where I was 'wide awake' and 'taken care of', a large 

screen with three astronauts, that was the topic of the day. I was one of the three, but 

I did not recognize myself in the spacesuit. I tried to send to my wife on planet Earth 

a 'whats app' and realized, that this could last a year before my post had arrived 

at her. A little later I was on a street and met there, my two astronomer friends ... ' G. 

 

  ================================================= 

                
 

How much Jakob-Lorber-'subscribers' do we have?  

We wrote already in one of the previous bulletins, that there are about 300 in 

number. These consist partly of 'interested', who never have heard of Lorber but are 

'open to receive this'. The part from Giuseppe [such 195- consist also of 70% 

genuine Lorber-readers! and 30% of it has 'dropped out'. The reason why  is all a 

guess: most Italians would rather read the bulletin in their own language. This also 

applies to the Portuguese and Spanish.  

Immediately after the acquisition of Giuseppe, their emails were no longer accessible, 

assuming that there is no magazine coming anymore. Some had even created a 

special email address. We have many readers from German-speaking countries, 

many from Netherlands and from Dutch-speaking countries all over the world and 

Anglophone. This may say we are truly 'international'. Also via the Internet, a large 

number of readers can reach us.  

There are also many downloads at our website www.zelfbeschouwing.info under 

international. This is traceable. So in addition to the number, familiar with Lorber and 

some, not familiar with Lorber, also via the internet, we hope to attract people who 

are searching the right thing for their soul. Indirectly the number grows well, but this is 

not exactly detectable! G. 

 
 
 
 



Contacts and reactions 
 
 

Wilhelm Erdmann from Germany  

Hi Gerard,  

"God-as-Jesus-Christ" must also be translated precisely like this in Dutch,  so that all 

five vowels in the name are readable as they form the full name of God. See ' the 

Jews ' from my book. The URL www.e-wi.info (is again modified). 

Greetings out of God  

Wilhelm 

 

Answer  

Thank you, Wilhelm. In addition, I read in the booklet: 'three days in the temple', 

chapter 19:3 the following text: 'you know, that the ancients pronounced the vowels 

that are between the consonants in a word but they did not write them down 

out of a kind of piety consideration. (From piety and respect for the name of God: 

JEHOVA, whose name is formed by the five vocals as follows:' I(=J) E 0 U(=V) A.)’ 

We only need to review in a Hebrew Bible also and there is exactly written 

JieHouWaH  ְיהָוה with 4 consonants {JHWH and not YHVH} – but ... the W is 

pronounced as a V!  

[the letter U, V does not exist in the Hebrew!] and further with the – 

unpronounceable - three vowels – I am a little familiar with the Hebrew language 

and I suspect this is reciprocated!- Further, you have beautifully explained it. Christ is 

written in the Dutch as Christus and maybe you want , for some reason, that the u is 

not accented in Christus? Obviously, it will be translated exactly as in the Dutch and 

English, according to your wish. G. 

 

  ================================================= 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Jews 

Book 23 Apostle of the laity- publisher E-Wi 

1. After Jesus Christ rose and had ascended into the sky Jakob prepared for his trip 

to Jutland. Jakob should announce the Messiah of the Jews as an apostle of the laity 

to the old believers-Jews who trade in Central Europe.  

2. The old believers-Jews differ from the temple-Jews. They did not know the name 

of God and did not go through the many reforms of Moses, who led the Israelites out 

of Egypt into the promised land. The temple Jews lost the name of God:  

3. In Jerusalem, the temple was renovated and the heavy bronze door of the Temple 

had to be replaced. The high priest was watching the casting the door from the 

scaffolding. Then, he slipped and fell into the hot, filled with molten bronze, melting-

pot. 

4. This was a great misfortune for the Torah Jews  because the high priest had a 

convertible Medallion around his neck on which only was written the name of God. 

The Medallion dissolved in the hot pot and the name of God- Ieoua- was now 

unknown to the Jews .  

5. The name of God was read only once per year to all, by the high priest behind the 

curtain in the temple. The name sounded like JieHouWa (JHW). Since the proper 

name of God was not allowed to be pronounced by anyone for centuries,  it was now 

lost.  

6 In the Jewish books, the vowels, of which the name of God consists, were always 

replaced by a point. While reading, the reader added by thinking always the correct 

vowel in the head , so that the " science of correspondences of the Jews" is not lost.  

7 When the name of God was no longer known to the high priest, the Jews launched 

a reform. In Scripture, the points were replaced by vowels determined by the temple, 

so that the Scripture can be read everywhere equal in the world. 

8. As Moses provided the writings with vowels,  the Jewish religion, the "science of 

correspondences of the Jews", became more and more into oblivion. When they had 

largely lost the priests, the Jews came into the Babylonian captivity.  

9 During the Babylonian captivity the Jewish knowledge is summarized in several 

instruction books, the Talmud, but the " science of correspondences of the Jews" was 

not reconstructed by the priests of the Jews and remained lost for them.  

10. science of correspondences of the Jews' can be passed only orally if it is to bring 

forth the so-called supernatural assistance. For practice, the reader of the writings of 

Moses has to use of the vowels of the godly reading. 



11. When former Jewish conservative priest Barnabé Israel [all Jews were called 

Israel by the last name] heard of the reformed writings, he was angry because he 

foresaw, that now the Jews would slowly but surely lose the "science of 

correspondences of the Jews".  

12. The priest belonged to the old believers. They did not go through the many 

reforms of Moses. The old believers have only nine commandments. [see GGJ by 

Lorber]  When the Jews committed the adultery, Moses shared the 9th 

commandment and so the 10th commandment was formed: "you shall not covet your 

neighbor's wife."  

13. After the writing reform, many Israelites joined the old believers especially the 

Israelites, who not descended from Jacob's son Judah. Many supporters of the three 

Jewish schools of philosophy Sadducees, Pharisees and Essenes became old 

believers-Jews.  

14. The philosophy schools were established to learn the science of 

correspondences when the Jews got a King and were no longer ruled by Guides. The 

Guides were assigned by God and trained by angels. 

15 In the school of the Sadducees, one learns provocative thinking and in the school 

of the Pharisees, one learns the receptive thinking. In the school of Essen, one 

learns the reflexive thinking and by the old believers-Jews, one learns orderly 

thinking. 

16.  In The doctrine of the Sadducees,  the soul is ruined with the body and 

acknowledges no other legislation than the prescribed laws. They even think it's 

laudable to have an altercation with the teacher of their own school and learn how to 

provoke.  

17 Few of its followers belong to the best stands. Most of them are poor and don’t 

contribute anything significant, and even if they are obliged to occupy a post, they 

associate with the Pharisees because otherwise the middle-class does not tolerate 

them.  

18. The Pharisees live abstemiously and know no amenities/comforts. They honor 

the old ones and do not claim to contradict their orders. They also believe that souls 

are immortal and wait after death on the day of judgment. 

19 As a result of their teachings, the Pharisees have such an impact on the people, 

that all joint religion activities, prayers and sacrifices, can only be done according to 

their instructions because it is believed that they want only the best for the people in 

Word and deed. 

20. The Essenes believe in the immortality of the soul and keep the wages of Justice 

for the most desirable goods. They are people of noble manners and notice the 

compensating justice, the rich and the poor enjoy their goods alike.  



21 Many Essen live, when there are many orphans, unmarried at the monastery. 

They have no servants because they consider it wrong. . The Dominion of servants is 

the source of all wars and fights for them, and so they live apart from each other and 

the one serves another. 

22. The old believers have no schools of philosophy which are visible to the outside. 

They live as real Israelites should live in their opinion as they strive to learn proper 

thinking of the Israeli judge and pass it on to the next generation.  

23 Old believer meant originally as much as to be to be part of the people or to speak 

the language of the people. At the old believers people are mature at the age of 24. 

The first 12 years the children are raised by the mother and after that by the father for 

12 years. 

 
================================================= 

 

JLIB in Portuguese? 
 

For example, suppose that we have found someone who is willing to translate the 

Jakob Lorber International Bulletin in Portuguese, for a reasonably acceptable 

compensation [250 Euro per bulletin] and that goes well, as long as sufficient 

voluntary donations come in, then this would be a great asset. However, turns out 

that after some time the ' translator' no longer can be supported by money, the 

existence of this bulletin is seriously at risk. If the Portuguese translation work is not 

funded, then this would mean basically the end of this edition.  

A once issued Bulletin [in our case thus in four languages!] should be seen as a joint 

unit. If one language drops out – for whatever reason- then it would be unfair to go 

ahead with the three languages used now.(what is going excellent, by the way) If one 

member suffers, all the members suffer. [i.e. as one of the four international 

languages fall off, the others will obviously be also let down! [history Giuseppe].  

It seems to me a high risk to still involve the Portuguese, Italian or Spanish at the 

moment. What do the readers think of this?  

 

 

 

 

 



Healing through prayer? 

(Klaus Opitz) 

Health is classified as the greatest good in our worldly life and even despite that, 

there still is sinned against the principles of a healthy life. The consequences are 

diseases and waste away to a premature death. And at the end, God will get the 

blame for his own setback. 

So if also down the line of your descendants you will always stay in and with Me in 

faith and action according to My teaching, you also will never have to experience 

misery… 

Also, your souls will not be made fearful and faint-hearted by diseases of the body, 

because the diseases of the body are always only the bitter consequences of not 

keeping the commandments. 

Whoever will keep these commandments already from his childhood, will not need a 

doctor at high age, and his descendants will not have to suffer for the sins of their 

parents, as this was often the case for centuries with the ancient nations who were 

loyal to God. But always when the people began to degenerate, then also soon 

serious physical sufferings came over them and they came to know the 

consequences of the insufficient observance or total lack of the observance of 

God’s commandments. [GGJ 9,35,5-7] 

 

     
 

Jesus is familiar with our hardships. 

“Say I: Yes, it is so, therefore you should not despair even when confronted with still 

so disgusting events on this earth; for the Father in heaven knows about it and knows 

it best why such things are allowed to happen!  



Therefore also most illnesses which people have to suffer from, are nothing else then 

preventions that the soul does not become one with the 

flesh….”[GGJ.02_169,11,12] 

‘Whatever the flesh has put on, it will also have to take off again, whether with 

or without pain, that is quite irrelevant’. [GGJ.05_075,07] 

I said: “It will be done according to your faith. But besides of what you believe, you 

should remember that, for the sake of his soul, it is not always beneficial for 

man to walk around with a completely healthy body. For if his flesh is too healthy, 

it also becomes easily excited to all kinds of sensual lusts, in which the soul becomes 

covetous as well, than when his flesh is sickly and weak. And. so, a physical 

sickness is in a certain way a guard before the door of the inner life of the 

soul!’ [GGJ.09_158,11] 

‘Therefore do not shy away from the multiple burdens that will meet you here and 

there on this earthly path of life; for I will send it to you for the strengthening of 

your soul and your spirit! [GGJ.03_120,06] 

‘If then now and then something comes over you, then think that it is I who lets such 

a strengthening occur! For the more I love a person, the more he will be tested 

by Me. For everyone should become equally perfect to Me; for that, however, there 

will be needed much self-denial, patience, gentleness and the fullest 

submission to my will’. [GGJ.03_120,070] 

... 'the best among all my donations is the cross, because in this germinates 

the true eternal life for soul and mind!' [HiG.03_46.09.11,01] 

 

The one to whom I still allow all kinds of sufferings and distress, I am helping 

at the right time. The one however whom I allow to continue unhindered to enjoy his 

earthly proud and reviling good life, carries his judgment and eternal death already in 

himself and thus also with him everywhere. Thus, now you also know why many 

people of worldly esteem and worldly riches can continue to sin and do cruel things 

unpunished until the death of their body.” [GGJ.09_029,13] 

 

 

 

 



Can we dare to hope for God's help if we are in need? 

     

Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it will be opened 

to you ', writes Matthew in his Gospel (7.7 a. f). 

 

‘Tell the sick, they shall not grieve about their sickness, but turn to Me in all 

earnest and trust Me completely. I shall comfort them, and a stream of the most 

precious balm will flow into their heart, and the fountain of eternal life will 

inexhaustibly manifest within them. They will recover and shall be refreshed like the 

grass after a downpour’.  [Household of  God 1-1-3] 

 

"When you  looking for lively help only to Me , then you will be perfectly healthy; 

because there you will find in my Love,  the most powerful medicine against every 

shortcoming in your own bosom, that is the only universal medicine! 

‘For behold, all earthly medicines seem in every way, in their effects, as a battle of 

the hellish spirits among each other and are for that reason a true bonum contra 

malum (good vs. bad), and are therefore as a true medicine, that man, by each 

problem only for this reason can be cured forever!" [Heavenly Gifts 3-45-15, a.f.] 

…’But you all shall have no lack of My help. As much as you can do yourselves 

according to the measure of your strength, that you should do yourselves; 

whatever is beyond that will then be My business. For truly I say unto you all: 

Whatever you ask the Father in My name and according to My order which is 

well-known to you, that will be given to you in the measure of how it can bring 

benefit to your souls’. [GGJ.06_021,9]   

"Who reads my Word and lives by it and has a strong firm belief, to those will help 

the Word by his faith, as it often is even to be seen in the Gospel.  

 



However, if the right lively faith is missing, there  will ' get up and walk ' only be of 

minor working. In accordance with that my word and the lively faith is the best 

medicine, also for the body and a pharmacist has no better." [Heavenly Gifts 

303_48.09.03,05f] 

And the same is also applicable already here. Everything depends on the 

serious will of man; if he seriously betters himself and in full trust asks God for 

something right and good in My name, it will be given to him in the measure of 

his true betterment and his faith and trust. And you can now with such My most 

truest promise be fully content. [GJE.06_069,10] 

Jesus can and will help us in line with his Order, but if and when, that we must leave 

up to him alone. Only Jesus knows when it's the right time for a healing: "thy will 

be done!" 

(Detailed description of the text "healing through prayer" [Heilung durch Gebet] see 

below WWW.JESUS2030.de in the theme registry [Themenregister]-search under 

healing [Heilung] and click.  

We thank Klaus Opitz for his instructive theme! 

 ======================================================= 

 

  Suggestion for the next topic ? 

The religion of the future 
 

www.zelfbeschouwing.info           E-mail: zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com 
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